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NEWSLETTER

A perfect winter’s day on Beinn Tulaichean, Braes of Balquhidder

I

must start by admitting that I have not been
as active in hill activities in the last few
months as I would have wished. After nearly
fifty years in the same house, the paths and
walls in the garden as well as the drive were
sorely in need of maintenance, some involving
rebuilding. I do these jobs myself and some, I’m
sure, would say that that is ridiculous at my age.
Earlier in the summer, I paid my first visit to Gulvain
since 1999. I don’t remember the present rough trod
wending its way up the hill in those earlier days but
some will no doubt say that that just shows that my
memory is going! It was a beautiful day with
marvelous views but, of course, being retired means
that I have more opportunity to choose my days out.
I’m tending to become a fully paid up member of the
fine weather brigade.
On another trip, this time to the Lakes, I was
reminded of how lucky we are in Scotland with
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relative solitude in the hills. I find it much harder in
the Lakes and Snowdonia to escape ‘the masses’. I
was very pleased to climb Haystacks, which was one
of Wainwright’s favourites, and had been my last of
his hill list seven years before. On that previous
occasion, the roads and tracks were flooded in nonstop torrential rain and it was almost a battle for
survival with an epic crossing of one burn in spate.
This time, it was glorious but very busy – not
surprising on a bank holiday weekend. The hill has
some minor scrambling on the way up from Scarth
Gap and, as I descended that way, I wondered how
some of the people going up were going to cope
higher up. They were making heavy weather of easy
slopes and some had wee dogs with them.
Eleanor and I had a different but very enjoyable
holiday within Scotland in September. We went on a
barge trip up the Caledonian Canal from Banavie
near Fort William to Inverness. It was a leisurely trip
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of six days but what made it so special was the range
of activities offered. The barge, the Ros Crana,
carried enough bikes and canoes for all twelve guests
as well as a dinghy. Each evening after dinner (all
meals were included), we would be shown the next
day’s route and where walking, cycling, and water
sports would be offered, weather permitting. At
breakfast possible plans would be reviewed
depending on weather conditions. We could be
transported ashore at any point by the barge’s RIB
(Rigid Inflatable Boat). The result of this was that
Eleanor and I walked or cycled the whole length
other than the leg from Fort Augustus to Foyers. The
highlight for me and, I think, the crew was at Fort
Augustus. I wore the kilt every evening and one
night we stopped at the top of the locks at Fort
Augustus. I had volunteered to help with the onshore rope-work as we went through the locks, the
next day. The captain asked me to wear the kilt and
next morning the crew were all wearing kilts as well.
I had to move from lock to lock carrying the mooring
ropes and by the time that we were halfway down, I
was holding a cup of tea in one hand and an
umbrella in the other as it had started to drizzle. The
captain, Swampy, told me that he had never seen
anything like it before. The hordes of tourists had
stopped photographing the boats and had turned
their cameras on me! The choices of activity on the
trip were so varied that I managed to get dropped off
to climb four nearby HuMPs with the help of a bike.
These are hills which drop at least 100m on all sides
from the summit, regardless of height.
Many
HuMPs have no paths and this year the bracken on
the lower slopes has been atrocious. Oh for the
Munros with their ‘motorways’ up them. One of the
hills which I climbed from Foyers is very close to the
line of the new Beauly to Denny power-line. There
are ugly tracks to every pylon and the only activity
that I saw was one of these tracks being improved by
better drainage. So much for the ground being
reinstated when the line was operational. One day, I
walked with others from Laggan Locks to a point on
the south side of Loch Oich opposite Invergarry. The
others left me there to await the RIB which would
take them back to the Ros Crana. Meanwhile, I
turned south to climb a hill above the loch. When I
got off my hill, I was to yell over for the RIB to pick
me up. I was surprised when I got back down to the
water’s edge to find Lucy and the RIB already
waiting for me. Everyone had had binoculars
trained on me as I descended. You can spot the

distant Ros Crana in the photograph taken from well
up the hill.

Executive member, Jim Robertson, has been liaising
with the John Muir Trust and Mountaineering
Scotland (previously Mountaineering Council of
Scotland) as to how we could assist them in
protecting
the
hills
from
inappropriate
developments. The areas of concern include windfarms, hill tracks and run-of-river hydro schemes.
We don’t have the financial resources to contribute to
expensive court cases but one area has emerged
where we might be able to help. Many run-of-river
hydro schemes are in planning, under construction
or complete. However, as many of these appear to
require only local planning permission, they can be
approved with little fanfare. It has emerged that
there does not appear to be any list or database of
such schemes. A concern is the state of the area
around such schemes especially when they have
become operational.
My Executive will be
discussing what we could do to help to build such a
database of projects and to monitor progress on
them. We should be able to use our membership to
report on the existence and state of such schemes
that are passed on the way to and from the hills. We
shall keep you informed of our thoughts and actions.
The next AGM is on April 1st. We do try to make the
day more interesting by following it with a series of
short talks by speakers in the afternoon. Although
we bring in external speakers, we are always keen to
hear of the exploits of our members. We are looking
for some of our members to contribute talks of no
more than 30 minutes and they can be embellished
by photographs, maps, charts or what have you. If
any of you are willing to give a presentation, please
contact our secretary Anne Butler.
Anne writes on page 5 about the Annual Dinner
weekend at Grantown-on-Spey. However, I totally
forgot to thank her at the dinner for all her efforts in
making it such a successful and enjoyable event. I
gratefully thank her now.
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ur December edition has news items on
path work, and more run-of-river hydro
schemes, as well as news of the Society and
its activities, including the meets at Patterdale in the
Lake District, when epic monsoon conditions were
enjoyed, and at Inchnadamph, where, at times, the
weather was little better, although there were at least
some weather windows, often brief, to enjoy the
views.
County Tops are perhaps something of a curiosity
for many, but for the Munroist looking for something
different, they offer an interesting challenge. John
Green writes on the County Tops of Northern
Ireland on page 10. From the North to the South –
Hamish Brown then takes us on a journey round the
Irish Furths.
Letting the train take the strain, Oliver Bartrum
describes a three day tour taking in seven Corbetts
using the Caledonian Sleeper as his means of
transport. And of course, there is now a new Corbett
– Alan Dawson describes the process used to
measure Cnoc Coinnich between Ardgartan and
Lochgoilhead.
Charles Murray casts an engineering eye on the new
bridge at Derry Lodge, offering a few suggestions to
improve its stability, given the recent flood events in
the area.
And returning to the theme of the Caledonian
Sleeper, Robert H MacDonald describes a family
outing of sorts, also offering a personal opinion or
two on wind farms and hill tracks.
‘Seeking Peace’ is a short poem by Valerie Morrison,
inspired by the hills and the wildlife – we haven’t
had much in the way of poetry in the Newsletter, so
if you have something to contribute, send it in.
A few snippets from the Alps, and the Lindertis
Diary just about complete the picture, except that is,
for the Annual Photo Competition. All the winning
entries are here to enjoy.
Please send articles for the April issue by 28
February 2017 to simed44.ds@gmail.com (maximum
1,500 words please), but please don’t leave it until
the last minute! The earlier you submit your material
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